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SAPHENEIA / SCANNERSIDE RELEASES REVOLUTIONARY
LUNG SCREENING SOFTWARE AT AFFORABLE RATES
DENVER, Colo., USA –Less than 30 days after the Sapheneia Scannerside partnership
announcement, the two companies bring the first single-source solution for CMS Lung Screening,
ClearCT™ Lung to market.
On November 10, 2014, the U.S. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) approved CT
lung cancer screening for Medicare recipients. Part of the radiology imaging center eligibility criteria
include Low Dose Computed Tomography (LDCT) of less than1.5 mSv and the collection and
submission of data to a CMS-approved national registry. ClearCT Lung provides a simple and
affordable solution for radiology imaging centers to meet these criteria.
William Moore, MD co-founder of Scannerside, a practicing Radiologist and Director of two lung
cancer screening programs for the State of New York commented, “We wanted to create a simple
solution for radiologists that could be immediately implemented, protect the patient population and
meet the criteria for reimbursements to radiology imaging centers. ClearCT Lung effectively
addresses these goals.”
Sapheneia CEO, Paul Stashick confirmed, “We are proud to offer ClearCT Lung implementation
for as little as $999/month within current SaaS models. Our new SaaS model, for all of our product
lines, greatly reduces the capital deployment requirements that facilities need to meet the dynamic
changes in reimbursement regulations. ClearCT Lung is only one of our many new proprietary
technologies built on an entirely new platform with Scannerside.”
Free quotes can be requested at Sapheneia.com.
ABOUT SAPHENEIA INC.
Sapheneia Inc. is a U.S. global technologies company specializing in diagnostic and analytical
image processing solutions, among a robust offering of innovative imaging products. For nearly a
decade, Sapheneia software has been in routine, clinical use at major hospitals and imaging
centers worldwide, supporting CT scanner systems from all manufacturers, including GE, Philips,
Siemens, and Toshiba. The solutions provided by Sapheneia range from its Comprehensive Dose
Strategy (CDS) for X-Ray, NM and CT to supplying some of the world’s largest equipment
manufacturers with software for ultrasound and other modalities. Sapheneia.com
ABOUT SCANNERSIDE
Scannerside software was developed in conjunction with Stony Brook University by practicing
radiologists William Moore, MD and Ronak Talati, MD. With the objective of creating practical
solutions by doctors for doctors, Scannerside has one of the most effective, affordable and reliable
dose-tracking systems in the industry. This system is constantly being improved with real time,
cloud-based analytics. Scannerside continues its forefront market position by monitoring
compliance laws and building applications that satisfy the current legislation with rapid product
deployment. Scannerside.com
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